
Worker shortages impacting quality of care?   

Trouble finding qualified workers?

Recruiting costs too high?

Retention rates too low?

Need better competency-based training?

THE BUSINESS CASE

In today’s tightening labor market, an employee-training model 
developed hundreds of years ago is more relevant than ever. The 
traditional apprentice built skyscrapers and automobiles. Today’s 
newest apprentices build lives as early-childhood educators, 
community health workers, direct-support staff and nurse 
aides. Earning while learning, they master skills in the classroom 
and on the job that connect them to the human spirit, forging 
tomorrow’s trained, loyal and engaged workforce.

 DISTRICT 1199C TRAINING & 
 UPGRADING FUND CAN HELP

“Develop an apprenticeship program if you are willing to invest in the  
next cycle of leaders in your organization.”

LORELEI GAUTHIER, CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER, PHILADELPHIA FIGHT COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS

WE HAVE DONE IT BEFORE …

Recognized nationally as innovators and trendsetters in designing and implementing apprenticeships, the 
Training & Upgrading Fund has developed apprenticeship programs for 30 employers, including behavioral- 
health centers, child-care facilities, hospitals, and community health and home health-care agencies.  

… AND WE CAN DO IT FOR YOU. USING OUR PROVEN TECHNICAL EXPERTISE, WE WILL:

vAnalyze your workforce to determine which positions are suitable for apprenticeships and develop work 
processes, standards and competencies.

vCreate classroom curriculums or provide referrals to existing training programs. Connect training to 
college credits and occupational credentials.

vHelp prepare paperwork for the State Apprenticeship Council and travel with you to Harrisburg or 
Trenton to present your program. Provide technical assistance and documentation support throughout.

vTrain in-house mentors who supervise on-the-job training.

v Recruit apprentices, with an emphasis on diversity.

vHelp you access on-the-job training reimbursement when available from under federal grants.

 

BUT IT IS NOT JUST THAT WE ARE GOOD. WE BELIEVE IN THIS DEEPLY. 

Our name says it. We are the Training & Upgrading Fund, a jointly funded employer-union partnership of 
over 50 Delaware Valley hospitals, nursing homes, behavioral and community health facilities, and a union, 
District 1199C of the National Union of Hospital & Health Care Employees, AFSCME.

Upgrading our workers’ expertise enables our institutions, strengthened, to provide the highest-quality care, 
now and in the future. Educated, prosperous employees build stronger families and stronger communities, 
leading, ultimately, to a more compassionate society for us all. 

 

FOR THE GOOD OF ALL. THAT’S WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO.  JOIN US.

WHEN IT COMES TO APPRENTICES,  
WE KNOW WHAT WE ARE DOING.

DISTRICT 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND 
Breslin Learning Center, 100 S. Broad St., 10th Floor, Philadelphia PA 19110.  
Contact Industry Partnership Director: 215-568-2220, ext. 5102 or 
IndustryPartnership@1199Ctraining.org. 

“We wouldn’t survive without our 
patients. What makes a difference 
 in whether a patient comes back 

 is how they are treated. Our apprentices 
know how to put our patients at ease.”

            …
“You are building employee loyalty 
from a very organic place because 

your employees are relying on your 
organization for their professional 

development.”   

LORELEI GAUTHIER,  
CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER,  

PHILADELPHIA FIGHT COMMUNITY 
HEALTH CENTERS

“We were on the apprenticeship 
 highway long before 

 it became a buzzword.  
For employers, it provides 

 a stable workforce because 
 all of the workers  

will already have the  
necessary skills.”  

HENRY NICHOLAS,  
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL UNION OF  

HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CARE  
EMPLOYEES, AFSCME
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FREQUENTLY ASKED  
QUESTIONS ABOUT  
APPRENTICESHIPS
BUT THERE’S REALLY ONLY ONE QUESTION, ISN’T 
THERE: WHY INVEST THE TIME AND EFFORT?

vBecause there’s increasing demand for health and 
human-service workers and you’d like your organization 
to meet that demand (and stay in business).

vBecause you can’t find enough employees 
with the right skills, and you need to build a talent 
pipeline for future sustainability. 

vBecause you like growing your own, your way, 
using the Training Fund’s expertise to take you 
from concept, to curriculum design, to government 
apprenticeship approval.  

vBecause your Baby Boomer pros are retiring. 
(Faced with the same issue, Georgia Power launched 
an apprenticeship program and cut hiring costs in half.)

vBecause you know how important a diverse 
workforce is to your clients, your staff and your 
business needs.

vBecause turnover is expensive. (The Society of 
Human Resource Management says the average 
cost per hire is a hefty $4,129.)

vBecause you know employees appreciate it 
(and stick around) if you offer something valuable, 
like college credits, professional development 
and pay-for-performance — all part of Registered 
Apprenticeship programs.

vBecause you want a learning culture, where new 
workers reinspire longtime employees and longtime 
employees mentor newcomers. (At Northrop 
Grumman, 70 apprentice graduates are in senior 
management.)

vBecause you want a bench of incumbent workers 
as mentors and future leaders. 

vBecause you can hire workers without experience 
and train them from the start. (Employees value 
that.) Because apprenticeships work to develop 
career pathways for valued longtime employees. 
(Employees like that too.)

* WE’LL ANSWER MORE QUESTIONS INSIDE. 

APPRENTICESHIPS 
WORK
 
“People are loyal when you  
give them a second chance.  
You are investing in people 
 and you get an employee 
like me.”

BRENDA BOWENS,  
CASE MANAGER AND GRADUATE  
APPRENTICE, PHILADELPHIA 
FIGHT  COMMUNITY HEALTH  
CENTERS.



SO, WHAT IS A  
REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIP  
PROGRAM?

vApprenticeships are an innovative approach to talent 
development, combining on-the-job mentoring and training with 
technical classroom instruction based on a set of competencies 
devised by the business. 

vTo assure quality, apprenticeships are registered with and 
approved by the U.S. Department of Labor or a related state 
agency.

vApprentices are, from the first day, paid employees with 
benefits, earning incremental wage increases as they build skills. 

vThe Training & Upgrading Fund can walk an employer through 
the entire process from concept, to curriculum, to registration.

vGovernment and other grants may be available to offset 
training costs. Training & Upgrading Fund partners receive 
many services at no cost or low cost, as the Training Fund is 
an intermediary that raises grant funds. Training Fund covered  
employees receive even more benefits at no cost.

vReturn on investment? The employer gains a knowledgeable, 
productive, loyal and engaged employee, saving money on 
onboarding, recruitment and retention.

vUpon completion, the training leads to a nationally recognized 
credential, sometimes with college credits, at no cost to the 
apprentice — attractive for recruitment and retention. 

vApprenticeships can be used to train inexperienced workers, 
or to build career pathways for valued longtime employees.

“Not everyone wants 
to go to college. I see 

apprenticeship as a 
viable alternative. This 

gives young people 
the flavor of a career 

at no cost to them. 
We are getting new 

people, young people, 
ages 17 to 24, fresh out 

of a high school, and 
opening the  

world of human 
services to them.” 

FRED WRIGHT, 
PRESIDENT,  AMERICAN 
FEDERATION OF STATE, 

COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL 
EMPLOYEES (AFSCME), 

DISTRICT COUNCIL 47

Although her Philadelphia-based human-service agency wins top-workplace 
awards, Judith R. Dotzman, executive director of SPIN, struggles to find the 
employees to provide high-quality “people-first” services to clients of all ages with 
autism and intellectual/developmental disabilities. 

“There is a workforce crisis in finding enough direct-support professionals,” she 
says.

SPIN would invest $3,000 to $5,000 to get new hires “ready for their first day on 
the job with a client,” but many left when they realized they weren’t cut out for the 
work. The training dollars, wasted, left with them.

Dotzman reasoned pre-apprenticeship and apprenticeship programs would give 
candidates the knowledge to be successful, thus deepening commitment. So she 
turned to the Training & Upgrading Fund, knowing the Fund’s reputation for technical 
expertise, its collaborative relationships with employers, its commitment to building 
career pipelines and its ability to shepherd programs through government processes.

“I am really amazed by the Fund’s work ethic,” Dotzman says.
For SPIN, the Fund designed bridge and pre-apprenticeship programs allowing 

diverse candidates, ages 17 to 24, to sample behavioral-health careers. It managed  
the apprenticeship’s 2,000 hours of on-the-job training and 375 hours of classroom 
work plus  a course at Thomas Jefferson University. The University awards 24 credits 
at the completion of the program.

Dotzman immediately noticed an improvement in retention, engagement and 
morale.

Apprentice Amani Muhammad, 19, loves working in a group home, caring for men 
with intellectual disabilities. “The pre-apprenticeship classes got me ready,” she says. 
“This is actually helping me picture my future. I’m grateful SPIN hired me.”

Honored to be chosen to mentor, 18-year SPIN veteran April Pettis connected 
Muhammad’s classroom training with on-the-job experience, also coaching her on 
workplace soft skills. 

CASE STUDY: SPIN INC.

“The return on investment you can’t measure. You just can’t. We know 
that what we’re doing is growing the future of our services.”

JUDITH R. DOTZMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF SPIN

“I wish 
they had 

something 
like this when 
I was coming 

along.”

APRIL PETTIS, 
APPRENTICE 

MENTOR

DECIDE TO USE APPRENTICESHIP
 FOR SPECIFIC JOB.
Employer: Analyze turnover and current
career growth opportunities. Determine
need to fill positions.
Training Fund: Share and discuss 
employer training and staffing needs.

1

STRUCTURE APPRENTICESHIP.
Employer: Determine:

• Hours of work-based learning. Must be at least 2,000; but 
can credit prior related experience up to 80%
• Hours of related classroom instruction: Can use an 
existing program such as CNA, MA, LPN
• Wage Increments: Apprentice will get a wage increase every few months 
(corresponds to hours of work-based learning and /or competencies mastered.)
• Who will supervise the Apprentice? [Probably use existing organizational
 structure]
• Who will mentor? [Can be same as supervisor, a peer, or other relevant 
professional]
• Other employees to provide instruction [Formal or informal]
Training Fund: Ensure on-the-job and classroom learning hours meet requirements

3

REVIEW JOB DESCRIPTION.
Employer: Provide job description to
Training Fund, along with any
identified competencies.

2

DEVELOP WORK PROCESSES, 
ON-THE-JOB LEARNING PLAN
Employer: Break down total work-based
learning hours into hours to be spent on
 each key competency
Training Fund: Assist with competency
mapping; train mentors

4

Employer: Review with union 
and amend contract if necessary 
to include new position, wage 
scale, or any other changes to 
provisions as necessary

Review 
with Union

DEVELOP PLAN FOR CLASSROOM
TRAINING
Employer: Determine if you will use
an existing training program (such as
CNA, LPN, CHW, Behavioral Health) 
or develop new program, and / or provide 
additional training cocurrently with 
working in the job. Can occur cocurrently
or before work-based learning occurs.
Training Fund: Provide training form 
samples, work plans, verification forms

5

DEVELOP AND SUBMIT PAPERWORK
Employer: Identify first apprentice
Training Fund: Develop all required 
paperwork in partnership with employer 
HR representatives

6

FIRST CANDIDATE SIGNS 
REGISTRATION AGREEMENT

Select 1st Apprentice

PRESENT TO STATE COUNCIL
Employer and Training Fund: Attend
Harrisburg meeting, present program

7

Employer: Competencies tracked 
monthly by supervisor. Periodic wage
increases granted
Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
such (per Apprentice) by Training Fund.

Implement Program

$4,129

 Apprenticeship 
sponsors who state that 

apprenticeships are 
essential to business 

plans

90%
 Apprenticeship 

sponsors who would 
“strongly recommend” 

apprenticeship programs 
to other employers.

86%

$1.47
Return on every dollar an 

employer invests in 
aprenticeship

$
$

Average amount spent 
in new hire onboarding 

and training. 

Employee 
pre-training programs 
reduce new employee 
turnover by as much 

as 50 percent. 

REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIPS 
FOR HEALTHCARE

S T E P - B Y - S T E P

A survey of 1,000 U.S. apprenticeship

 sponsors found that the top benefits of 

hosting apprentices were accessing skilled 
workers (80 percent cited) and reliably 
confirming workers’ skills (76 percent).
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FREQUENTLY ASKED  
QUESTIONS  (the rest of them ...)

Q: How long do apprenticeship programs last?

A: Generally, one to two years of combined classroom and on-the-job 
training. May be shorter depending on competencies.

Q: Are apprentices subject to company workplace policies?

A: Yes. 

Q: Are apprenticeships limited to union workplaces?

A: No.  However, if your workers are covered by a collective-bargaining 
agreement, we will work with you and your union partner to structure 
the program.

Q: How can I learn more?

A: Reach out. Telephone our Industry Partnership Director at  
215-568-2220, ext. 5102, or email industrypartnership@1199ctraining.

org. Our address is District 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND,  
100 S. Broad St., 10th floor, Philadelphia, PA 19110.    

DISTRICT 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND 
Breslin Learning Center, 100 S. Broad St.,  
10th Floor, Philadelphia PA 19110.  
Contact Industry Partnership Director: 215-568-2220, ext. 5102, or 
IndustryPartnership@1199Ctraining.org. 

REACH 
OUT:
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“The apprenticeship turned my life around. It gave me a chance to 
reestablish myself. It gave me a new network. It gave me stability. I’ve had 

three promotions, and now I’m a program coordinator.”  

GRACE RUTHA, PROGRAM COORDINATOR, APPRENTICESHIP GRADUATE,  
CERTIFIED COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER, PHILADELPHIA FIGHT 

COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS
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THE URBAN INSTITUTE AND 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, 2009
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 sponsors found that the top benefits of 

hosting apprentices were accessing skilled 
workers (80 percent cited) and reliably 
confirming workers’ skills (76 percent).
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Worker shortages impacting quality of care?   

Trouble finding qualified workers?

Recruiting costs too high?

Retention rates too low?

Need better competency-based training?

THE BUSINESS CASE

In today’s tightening labor market, an employee-training model 
developed hundreds of years ago is more relevant than ever. The 
traditional apprentice built skyscrapers and automobiles. Today’s 
newest apprentices build lives as early-childhood educators, 
community health workers, direct-support staff and nurse 
aides. Earning while learning, they master skills in the classroom 
and on the job that connect them to the human spirit, forging 
tomorrow’s trained, loyal and engaged workforce.

 DISTRICT 1199C TRAINING & 
 UPGRADING FUND CAN HELP

“Develop an apprenticeship program if you are willing to invest in the  
next cycle of leaders in your organization.”

LORELEI GAUTHIER, CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER, PHILADELPHIA FIGHT COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS

WE HAVE DONE IT BEFORE …

Recognized nationally as innovators and trendsetters in designing and implementing apprenticeships, the 
Training & Upgrading Fund has developed apprenticeship programs for 30 employers, including behavioral- 
health centers, child-care facilities, hospitals, and community health and home health-care agencies.  

… AND WE CAN DO IT FOR YOU. USING OUR PROVEN TECHNICAL EXPERTISE, WE WILL:

vAnalyze your workforce to determine which positions are suitable for apprenticeships and develop work 
processes, standards and competencies.

vCreate classroom curriculums or provide referrals to existing training programs. Connect training to 
college credits and occupational credentials.

vHelp prepare paperwork for the State Apprenticeship Council and travel with you to Harrisburg or 
Trenton to present your program. Provide technical assistance and documentation support throughout.

vTrain in-house mentors who supervise on-the-job training.

v Recruit apprentices, with an emphasis on diversity.

vHelp you access on-the-job training reimbursement when available from under federal grants.

 

BUT IT IS NOT JUST THAT WE ARE GOOD. WE BELIEVE IN THIS DEEPLY. 

Our name says it. We are the Training & Upgrading Fund, a jointly funded employer-union partnership of 
over 50 Delaware Valley hospitals, nursing homes, behavioral and community health facilities, and a union, 
District 1199C of the National Union of Hospital & Health Care Employees, AFSCME.

Upgrading our workers’ expertise enables our institutions, strengthened, to provide the highest-quality care, 
now and in the future. Educated, prosperous employees build stronger families and stronger communities, 
leading, ultimately, to a more compassionate society for us all. 

 

FOR THE GOOD OF ALL. THAT’S WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO.  JOIN US.

WHEN IT COMES TO APPRENTICES,  
WE KNOW WHAT WE ARE DOING.

DISTRICT 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND 
Breslin Learning Center, 100 S. Broad St., 10th Floor, Philadelphia PA 19110.  
Contact Industry Partnership Director: 215-568-2220, ext. 5102 or 
IndustryPartnership@1199Ctraining.org. 

“We wouldn’t survive without our 
patients. What makes a difference 
 in whether a patient comes back 

 is how they are treated. Our apprentices 
know how to put our patients at ease.”

            …
“You are building employee loyalty 
from a very organic place because 

your employees are relying on your 
organization for their professional 

development.”   

LORELEI GAUTHIER,  
CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER,  

PHILADELPHIA FIGHT COMMUNITY 
HEALTH CENTERS

“We were on the apprenticeship 
 highway long before 

 it became a buzzword.  
For employers, it provides 

 a stable workforce because 
 all of the workers  

will already have the  
necessary skills.”  

HENRY NICHOLAS,  
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL UNION OF  

HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CARE  
EMPLOYEES, AFSCME
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FREQUENTLY ASKED  
QUESTIONS ABOUT  
APPRENTICESHIPS
BUT THERE’S REALLY ONLY ONE QUESTION, ISN’T 
THERE: WHY INVEST THE TIME AND EFFORT?

vBecause there’s increasing demand for health and 
human-service workers and you’d like your organization 
to meet that demand (and stay in business).

vBecause you can’t find enough employees 
with the right skills, and you need to build a talent 
pipeline for future sustainability. 

vBecause you like growing your own, your way, 
using the Training Fund’s expertise to take you 
from concept, to curriculum design, to government 
apprenticeship approval.  

vBecause your Baby Boomer pros are retiring. 
(Faced with the same issue, Georgia Power launched 
an apprenticeship program and cut hiring costs in half.)

vBecause you know how important a diverse 
workforce is to your clients, your staff and your 
business needs.

vBecause turnover is expensive. (The Society of 
Human Resource Management says the average 
cost per hire is a hefty $4,129.)

vBecause you know employees appreciate it 
(and stick around) if you offer something valuable, 
like college credits, professional development 
and pay-for-performance — all part of Registered 
Apprenticeship programs.

vBecause you want a learning culture, where new 
workers reinspire longtime employees and longtime 
employees mentor newcomers. (At Northrop 
Grumman, 70 apprentice graduates are in senior 
management.)

vBecause you want a bench of incumbent workers 
as mentors and future leaders. 

vBecause you can hire workers without experience 
and train them from the start. (Employees value 
that.) Because apprenticeships work to develop 
career pathways for valued longtime employees. 
(Employees like that too.)

* WE’LL ANSWER MORE QUESTIONS INSIDE. 

APPRENTICESHIPS 
WORK
 
“People are loyal when you  
give them a second chance.  
You are investing in people 
 and you get an employee 
like me.”

BRENDA BOWENS,  
CASE MANAGER AND GRADUATE  
APPRENTICE, PHILADELPHIA 
FIGHT  COMMUNITY HEALTH  
CENTERS.



SO, WHAT IS A  
REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIP  
PROGRAM?

vApprenticeships are an innovative approach to talent 
development, combining on-the-job mentoring and training with 
technical classroom instruction based on a set of competencies 
devised by the business. 

vTo assure quality, apprenticeships are registered with and 
approved by the U.S. Department of Labor or a related state 
agency.

vApprentices are, from the first day, paid employees with 
benefits, earning incremental wage increases as they build skills. 

vThe Training & Upgrading Fund can walk an employer through 
the entire process from concept, to curriculum, to registration.

vGovernment and other grants may be available to offset 
training costs. Training & Upgrading Fund partners receive 
many services at no cost or low cost, as the Training Fund is 
an intermediary that raises grant funds. Training Fund covered  
employees receive even more benefits at no cost.

vReturn on investment? The employer gains a knowledgeable, 
productive, loyal and engaged employee, saving money on 
onboarding, recruitment and retention.

vUpon completion, the training leads to a nationally recognized 
credential, sometimes with college credits, at no cost to the 
apprentice — attractive for recruitment and retention. 

vApprenticeships can be used to train inexperienced workers, 
or to build career pathways for valued longtime employees.

“Not everyone wants 
to go to college. I see 

apprenticeship as a 
viable alternative. This 

gives young people 
the flavor of a career 

at no cost to them. 
We are getting new 

people, young people, 
ages 17 to 24, fresh out 

of a high school, and 
opening the  

world of human 
services to them.” 

FRED WRIGHT, 
PRESIDENT,  AMERICAN 
FEDERATION OF STATE, 

COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL 
EMPLOYEES (AFSCME), 

DISTRICT COUNCIL 47

Although her Philadelphia-based human-service agency wins top-workplace 
awards, Judith R. Dotzman, executive director of SPIN, struggles to find the 
employees to provide high-quality “people-first” services to clients of all ages with 
autism and intellectual/developmental disabilities. 

“There is a workforce crisis in finding enough direct-support professionals,” she 
says.

SPIN would invest $3,000 to $5,000 to get new hires “ready for their first day on 
the job with a client,” but many left when they realized they weren’t cut out for the 
work. The training dollars, wasted, left with them.

Dotzman reasoned pre-apprenticeship and apprenticeship programs would give 
candidates the knowledge to be successful, thus deepening commitment. So she 
turned to the Training & Upgrading Fund, knowing the Fund’s reputation for technical 
expertise, its collaborative relationships with employers, its commitment to building 
career pipelines and its ability to shepherd programs through government processes.

“I am really amazed by the Fund’s work ethic,” Dotzman says.
For SPIN, the Fund designed bridge and pre-apprenticeship programs allowing 

diverse candidates, ages 17 to 24, to sample behavioral-health careers. It managed  
the apprenticeship’s 2,000 hours of on-the-job training and 375 hours of classroom 
work plus  a course at Thomas Jefferson University. The University awards 24 credits 
at the completion of the program.

Dotzman immediately noticed an improvement in retention, engagement and 
morale.

Apprentice Amani Muhammad, 19, loves working in a group home, caring for men 
with intellectual disabilities. “The pre-apprenticeship classes got me ready,” she says. 
“This is actually helping me picture my future. I’m grateful SPIN hired me.”

Honored to be chosen to mentor, 18-year SPIN veteran April Pettis connected 
Muhammad’s classroom training with on-the-job experience, also coaching her on 
workplace soft skills. 

CASE STUDY: SPIN INC.

“The return on investment you can’t measure. You just can’t. We know 
that what we’re doing is growing the future of our services.”

JUDITH R. DOTZMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF SPIN

“I wish 
they had 

something 
like this when 
I was coming 

along.”

APRIL PETTIS, 
APPRENTICE 

MENTOR

DECIDE TO USE APPRENTICESHIP
 FOR SPECIFIC JOB.
Employer: Analyze turnover and current
career growth opportunities. Determine
need to fill positions.
Training Fund: Share and discuss 
employer training and staffing needs.

1

STRUCTURE APPRENTICESHIP.
Employer: Determine:

• Hours of work-based learning. Must be at least 2,000; but 
can credit prior related experience up to 80%
• Hours of related classroom instruction: Can use an 
existing program such as CNA, MA, LPN
• Wage Increments: Apprentice will get a wage increase every few months 
(corresponds to hours of work-based learning and /or competencies mastered.)
• Who will supervise the Apprentice? [Probably use existing organizational
 structure]
• Who will mentor? [Can be same as supervisor, a peer, or other relevant 
professional]
• Other employees to provide instruction [Formal or informal]
Training Fund: Ensure on-the-job and classroom learning hours meet requirements

3

REVIEW JOB DESCRIPTION.
Employer: Provide job description to
Training Fund, along with any
identified competencies.

2

DEVELOP WORK PROCESSES, 
ON-THE-JOB LEARNING PLAN
Employer: Break down total work-based
learning hours into hours to be spent on
 each key competency
Training Fund: Assist with competency
mapping; train mentors

4

Employer: Review with union 
and amend contract if necessary 
to include new position, wage 
scale, or any other changes to 
provisions as necessary

Review 
with Union

DEVELOP PLAN FOR CLASSROOM
TRAINING
Employer: Determine if you will use
an existing training program (such as
CNA, LPN, CHW, Behavioral Health) 
or develop new program, and / or provide 
additional training cocurrently with 
working in the job. Can occur cocurrently
or before work-based learning occurs.
Training Fund: Provide training form 
samples, work plans, verification forms

5

DEVELOP AND SUBMIT PAPERWORK
Employer: Identify first apprentice
Training Fund: Develop all required 
paperwork in partnership with employer 
HR representatives

6

FIRST CANDIDATE SIGNS 
REGISTRATION AGREEMENT

Select 1st Apprentice

PRESENT TO STATE COUNCIL
Employer and Training Fund: Attend
Harrisburg meeting, present program

7

Employer: Competencies tracked 
monthly by supervisor. Periodic wage
increases granted
Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
such (per Apprentice) by Training Fund.

Implement Program

$4,129

 Apprenticeship 
sponsors who state that 

apprenticeships are 
essential to business 

plans

90%
 Apprenticeship 

sponsors who would 
“strongly recommend” 

apprenticeship programs 
to other employers.

86%

$1.47
Return on every dollar an 

employer invests in 
aprenticeship

$
$

Average amount spent 
in new hire onboarding 

and training. 

Employee 
pre-training programs 
reduce new employee 
turnover by as much 

as 50 percent. 

REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIPS 
FOR HEALTHCARE

S T E P - B Y - S T E P

A survey of 1,000 U.S. apprenticeship

 sponsors found that the top benefits of 

hosting apprentices were accessing skilled 
workers (80 percent cited) and reliably 
confirming workers’ skills (76 percent).
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DECIDE TO USE APPRENTICESHIP
 FOR SPECIFIC JOB.
Employer: Analyze turnover and current
career growth opportunities. Determine
need to fill positions.
Training Fund: Share and discuss 
employer training and staffing needs.

1

STRUCTURE APPRENTICESHIP.
Employer: Determine:

• Hours of work-based learning. Must be at least 2,000; but 
can credit prior related experience up to 80%
• Hours of related classroom instruction: Can use an 
existing program such as CNA, MA, LPN
• Wage Increments: Apprentice will get a wage increase every few months 
(corresponds to hours of work-based learning and /or competencies mastered.)
• Who will supervise the Apprentice? [Probably use existing organizational
 structure]
• Who will mentor? [Can be same as supervisor, a peer, or other relevant 
professional]
• Other employees to provide instruction [Formal or informal]
Training Fund: Ensure on-the-job and classroom learning hours meet requirements

3

REVIEW JOB DESCRIPTION.
Employer: Provide job description to
Training Fund, along with any
identified competencies.

2

DEVELOP WORK PROCESSES, 
ON-THE-JOB LEARNING PLAN
Employer: Break down total work-based
learning hours into hours to be spent on
 each key competency
Training Fund: Assist with competency
mapping; train mentors

4

Employer: Review with union 
and amend contract if necessary 
to include new position, wage 
scale, or any other changes to 
provisions as necessary

Review 
with Union

DEVELOP PLAN FOR CLASSROOM
TRAINING
Employer: Determine if you will use
an existing training program (such as
CNA, LPN, CHW, Behavioral Health) 
or develop new program, and / or provide 
additional training cocurrently with 
working in the job. Can occur cocurrently
or before work-based learning occurs.
Training Fund: Provide training form 
samples, work plans, verification forms

5

DEVELOP AND SUBMIT PAPERWORK
Employer: Identify first apprentice
Training Fund: Develop all required 
paperwork in partnership with employer 
HR representatives

6

FIRST CANDIDATE SIGNS 
REGISTRATION AGREEMENT

Select 1st Apprentice

PRESENT TO STATE COUNCIL
Employer and Training Fund: Attend
Harrisburg meeting, present program

7

Employer: Competencies tracked 
monthly by supervisor. Periodic wage
increases granted
Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
such (per Apprentice) by Training Fund.

Implement Program

$4,129

 Apprenticeship 
sponsors who state that 

apprenticeships are 
essential to business 

plans

90%
 Apprenticeship 

sponsors who would 
“strongly recommend” 

apprenticeship programs 
to other employers.

86%

$1.47
Return on every dollar an 

employer invests in 
aprenticeship

$
$

Average amount spent 
in new hire onboarding 

and training. 

Employee 
pre-training programs 
reduce new employee 
turnover by as much 

as 50 percent. 

REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIPS 
FOR HEALTHCARE

S T E P - B Y - S T E P

A survey of 1,000 U.S. apprenticeship

 sponsors found that the top benefits of 

hosting apprentices were accessing skilled 
workers (80 percent cited) and reliably 
confirming workers’ skills (76 percent).
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DECIDE TO USE APPRENTICESHIP
 FOR SPECIFIC JOB.
Employer: Analyze turnover and current
career growth opportunities. Determine
need to fill positions.
Training Fund: Share and discuss 
employer training and staffing needs.

1

STRUCTURE APPRENTICESHIP.
Employer: Determine:

• Hours of work-based learning. Must be at least 2,000; but 
can credit prior related experience up to 80%
• Hours of related classroom instruction: Can use an 
existing program such as CNA, MA, LPN
• Wage Increments: Apprentice will get a wage increase every few months 
(corresponds to hours of work-based learning and /or competencies mastered.)
• Who will supervise the Apprentice? [Probably use existing organizational
 structure]
• Who will mentor? [Can be same as supervisor, a peer, or other relevant 
professional]
• Other employees to provide instruction [Formal or informal]
Training Fund: Ensure on-the-job and classroom learning hours meet requirements

3

REVIEW JOB DESCRIPTION.
Employer: Provide job description to
Training Fund, along with any
identified competencies.

2

DEVELOP WORK PROCESSES, 
ON-THE-JOB LEARNING PLAN
Employer: Break down total work-based
learning hours into hours to be spent on
 each key competency
Training Fund: Assist with competency
mapping; train mentors

4

Employer: Review with union 
and amend contract if necessary 
to include new position, wage 
scale, or any other changes to 
provisions as necessary

Review 
with Union

DEVELOP PLAN FOR CLASSROOM
TRAINING
Employer: Determine if you will use
an existing training program (such as
CNA, LPN, CHW, Behavioral Health) 
or develop new program, and / or provide 
additional training cocurrently with 
working in the job. Can occur cocurrently
or before work-based learning occurs.
Training Fund: Provide training form 
samples, work plans, verification forms

5

DEVELOP AND SUBMIT PAPERWORK
Employer: Identify first apprentice
Training Fund: Develop all required 
paperwork in partnership with employer 
HR representatives

6

FIRST CANDIDATE SIGNS 
REGISTRATION AGREEMENT

Select 1st Apprentice

PRESENT TO STATE COUNCIL
Employer and Training Fund: Attend
Harrisburg meeting, present program

7

Employer: Competencies tracked 
monthly by supervisor. Periodic wage
increases granted
Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
such (per Apprentice) by Training Fund.

Implement Program

$4,129

 Apprenticeship 
sponsors who state that 

apprenticeships are 
essential to business 

plans

90%
 Apprenticeship 

sponsors who would 
“strongly recommend” 

apprenticeship programs 
to other employers.

86%

$1.47
Return on every dollar an 

employer invests in 
aprenticeship

$
$

Average amount spent 
in new hire onboarding 

and training. 

Employee 
pre-training programs 
reduce new employee 
turnover by as much 

as 50 percent. 

REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIPS 
FOR HEALTHCARE

S T E P - B Y - S T E P

A survey of 1,000 U.S. apprenticeship

 sponsors found that the top benefits of 

hosting apprentices were accessing skilled 
workers (80 percent cited) and reliably 
confirming workers’ skills (76 percent).
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FREQUENTLY ASKED  
QUESTIONS  (the rest of them ...)

Q: How long do apprenticeship programs last?

A: Generally, one to two years of combined classroom and on-the-job 
training. May be shorter depending on competencies.

Q: Are apprentices subject to company workplace policies?

A: Yes. 

Q: Are apprenticeships limited to union workplaces?

A: No.  However, if your workers are covered by a collective-bargaining 
agreement, we will work with you and your union partner to structure 
the program.

Q: How can I learn more?

A: Reach out. Telephone our Industry Partnership Director at  
215-568-2220, ext. 5102, or email industrypartnership@1199ctraining.

org. Our address is District 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND,  
100 S. Broad St., 10th floor, Philadelphia, PA 19110.    

DISTRICT 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND 
Breslin Learning Center, 100 S. Broad St.,  
10th Floor, Philadelphia PA 19110.  
Contact Industry Partnership Director: 215-568-2220, ext. 5102, or 
IndustryPartnership@1199Ctraining.org. 

REACH 
OUT:

DECIDE TO USE APPRENTICESHIP
 FOR SPECIFIC JOB.
Employer: Analyze turnover and current
career growth opportunities. Determine
need to fill positions.
Training Fund: Share and discuss 
employer training and staffing needs.

1

STRUCTURE APPRENTICESHIP.
Employer: Determine:

• Hours of work-based learning. Must be at least 2,000; but 
can credit prior related experience up to 80%
• Hours of related classroom instruction: Can use an 
existing program such as CNA, MA, LPN
• Wage Increments: Apprentice will get a wage increase every few months 
(corresponds to hours of work-based learning and /or competencies mastered.)
• Who will supervise the Apprentice? [Probably use existing organizational
 structure]
• Who will mentor? [Can be same as supervisor, a peer, or other relevant 
professional]
• Other employees to provide instruction [Formal or informal]
Training Fund: Ensure on-the-job and classroom learning hours meet requirements

3

REVIEW JOB DESCRIPTION.
Employer: Provide job description to
Training Fund, along with any
identified competencies.

2

DEVELOP WORK PROCESSES, 
ON-THE-JOB LEARNING PLAN
Employer: Break down total work-based
learning hours into hours to be spent on
 each key competency
Training Fund: Assist with competency
mapping; train mentors

4

Employer: Review with union 
and amend contract if necessary 
to include new position, wage 
scale, or any other changes to 
provisions as necessary

Review 
with Union

DEVELOP PLAN FOR CLASSROOM
TRAINING
Employer: Determine if you will use
an existing training program (such as
CNA, LPN, CHW, Behavioral Health) 
or develop new program, and / or provide 
additional training cocurrently with 
working in the job. Can occur cocurrently
or before work-based learning occurs.
Training Fund: Provide training form 
samples, work plans, verification forms

5

DEVELOP AND SUBMIT PAPERWORK
Employer: Identify first apprentice
Training Fund: Develop all required 
paperwork in partnership with employer 
HR representatives

6

FIRST CANDIDATE SIGNS 
REGISTRATION AGREEMENT

Select 1st Apprentice

PRESENT TO STATE COUNCIL
Employer and Training Fund: Attend
Harrisburg meeting, present program

7

Employer: Competencies tracked 
monthly by supervisor. Periodic wage
increases granted
Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
such (per Apprentice) by Training Fund.

Implement Program

$4,129

 Apprenticeship 
sponsors who state that 

apprenticeships are 
essential to business 

plans
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 Apprenticeship 

sponsors who would 
“strongly recommend” 

apprenticeship programs 
to other employers.

86%

$1.47
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$
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Employee 
pre-training programs 
reduce new employee 
turnover by as much 
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 sponsors found that the top benefits of 

hosting apprentices were accessing skilled 
workers (80 percent cited) and reliably 
confirming workers’ skills (76 percent).
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“The apprenticeship turned my life around. It gave me a chance to 
reestablish myself. It gave me a new network. It gave me stability. I’ve had 

three promotions, and now I’m a program coordinator.”  

GRACE RUTHA, PROGRAM COORDINATOR, APPRENTICESHIP GRADUATE,  
CERTIFIED COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER, PHILADELPHIA FIGHT 

COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS
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THE URBAN INSTITUTE AND AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, 2009

THE URBAN INSTITUTE AND 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, 2009

DECIDE TO USE APPRENTICESHIP
 FOR SPECIFIC JOB.
Employer: Analyze turnover and current
career growth opportunities. Determine
need to fill positions.
Training Fund: Share and discuss 
employer training and staffing needs.

1

STRUCTURE APPRENTICESHIP.
Employer: Determine:

• Hours of work-based learning. Must be at least 2,000; but 
can credit prior related experience up to 80%
• Hours of related classroom instruction: Can use an 
existing program such as CNA, MA, LPN
• Wage Increments: Apprentice will get a wage increase every few months 
(corresponds to hours of work-based learning and /or competencies mastered.)
• Who will supervise the Apprentice? [Probably use existing organizational
 structure]
• Who will mentor? [Can be same as supervisor, a peer, or other relevant 
professional]
• Other employees to provide instruction [Formal or informal]
Training Fund: Ensure on-the-job and classroom learning hours meet requirements

3

REVIEW JOB DESCRIPTION.
Employer: Provide job description to
Training Fund, along with any
identified competencies.

2

DEVELOP WORK PROCESSES, 
ON-THE-JOB LEARNING PLAN
Employer: Break down total work-based
learning hours into hours to be spent on
 each key competency
Training Fund: Assist with competency
mapping; train mentors

4

Employer: Review with union 
and amend contract if necessary 
to include new position, wage 
scale, or any other changes to 
provisions as necessary

Review 
with Union

DEVELOP PLAN FOR CLASSROOM
TRAINING
Employer: Determine if you will use
an existing training program (such as
CNA, LPN, CHW, Behavioral Health) 
or develop new program, and / or provide 
additional training cocurrently with 
working in the job. Can occur cocurrently
or before work-based learning occurs.
Training Fund: Provide training form 
samples, work plans, verification forms

5

DEVELOP AND SUBMIT PAPERWORK
Employer: Identify first apprentice
Training Fund: Develop all required 
paperwork in partnership with employer 
HR representatives

6

FIRST CANDIDATE SIGNS 
REGISTRATION AGREEMENT

Select 1st Apprentice
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7
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Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
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 sponsors found that the top benefits of 
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SO, WHAT IS A  
REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIP  
PROGRAM?

vApprenticeships are an innovative approach to talent 
development, combining on-the-job mentoring and training with 
technical classroom instruction based on a set of competencies 
devised by the business. 

vTo assure quality, apprenticeships are registered with and 
approved by the U.S. Department of Labor or a related state 
agency.

vApprentices are, from the first day, paid employees with 
benefits, earning incremental wage increases as they build skills. 

vThe Training & Upgrading Fund can walk an employer through 
the entire process from concept, to curriculum, to registration.

vGovernment and other grants may be available to offset 
training costs. Training & Upgrading Fund partners receive 
many services at no cost or low cost, as the Training Fund is 
an intermediary that raises grant funds. Training Fund covered  
employees receive even more benefits at no cost.

vReturn on investment? The employer gains a knowledgeable, 
productive, loyal and engaged employee, saving money on 
onboarding, recruitment and retention.

vUpon completion, the training leads to a nationally recognized 
credential, sometimes with college credits, at no cost to the 
apprentice — attractive for recruitment and retention. 

vApprenticeships can be used to train inexperienced workers, 
or to build career pathways for valued longtime employees.

“Not everyone wants 
to go to college. I see 

apprenticeship as a 
viable alternative. This 

gives young people 
the flavor of a career 

at no cost to them. 
We are getting new 

people, young people, 
ages 17 to 24, fresh out 

of a high school, and 
opening the  

world of human 
services to them.” 

FRED WRIGHT, 
PRESIDENT,  AMERICAN 
FEDERATION OF STATE, 

COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL 
EMPLOYEES (AFSCME), 

DISTRICT COUNCIL 47

Although her Philadelphia-based human-service agency wins top-workplace 
awards, Judith R. Dotzman, executive director of SPIN, struggles to find the 
employees to provide high-quality “people-first” services to clients of all ages with 
autism and intellectual/developmental disabilities. 

“There is a workforce crisis in finding enough direct-support professionals,” she 
says.

SPIN would invest $3,000 to $5,000 to get new hires “ready for their first day on 
the job with a client,” but many left when they realized they weren’t cut out for the 
work. The training dollars, wasted, left with them.

Dotzman reasoned pre-apprenticeship and apprenticeship programs would give 
candidates the knowledge to be successful, thus deepening commitment. So she 
turned to the Training & Upgrading Fund, knowing the Fund’s reputation for technical 
expertise, its collaborative relationships with employers, its commitment to building 
career pipelines and its ability to shepherd programs through government processes.

“I am really amazed by the Fund’s work ethic,” Dotzman says.
For SPIN, the Fund designed bridge and pre-apprenticeship programs allowing 

diverse candidates, ages 17 to 24, to sample behavioral-health careers. It managed  
the apprenticeship’s 2,000 hours of on-the-job training and 375 hours of classroom 
work plus  a course at Thomas Jefferson University. The University awards 24 credits 
at the completion of the program.

Dotzman immediately noticed an improvement in retention, engagement and 
morale.

Apprentice Amani Muhammad, 19, loves working in a group home, caring for men 
with intellectual disabilities. “The pre-apprenticeship classes got me ready,” she says. 
“This is actually helping me picture my future. I’m grateful SPIN hired me.”

Honored to be chosen to mentor, 18-year SPIN veteran April Pettis connected 
Muhammad’s classroom training with on-the-job experience, also coaching her on 
workplace soft skills. 

CASE STUDY: SPIN INC.

“The return on investment you can’t measure. You just can’t. We know 
that what we’re doing is growing the future of our services.”

JUDITH R. DOTZMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF SPIN

“I wish 
they had 

something 
like this when 
I was coming 

along.”

APRIL PETTIS, 
APPRENTICE 

MENTOR

DECIDE TO USE APPRENTICESHIP
 FOR SPECIFIC JOB.
Employer: Analyze turnover and current
career growth opportunities. Determine
need to fill positions.
Training Fund: Share and discuss 
employer training and staffing needs.

1

STRUCTURE APPRENTICESHIP.
Employer: Determine:

• Hours of work-based learning. Must be at least 2,000; but 
can credit prior related experience up to 80%
• Hours of related classroom instruction: Can use an 
existing program such as CNA, MA, LPN
• Wage Increments: Apprentice will get a wage increase every few months 
(corresponds to hours of work-based learning and /or competencies mastered.)
• Who will supervise the Apprentice? [Probably use existing organizational
 structure]
• Who will mentor? [Can be same as supervisor, a peer, or other relevant 
professional]
• Other employees to provide instruction [Formal or informal]
Training Fund: Ensure on-the-job and classroom learning hours meet requirements

3

REVIEW JOB DESCRIPTION.
Employer: Provide job description to
Training Fund, along with any
identified competencies.

2

DEVELOP WORK PROCESSES, 
ON-THE-JOB LEARNING PLAN
Employer: Break down total work-based
learning hours into hours to be spent on
 each key competency
Training Fund: Assist with competency
mapping; train mentors

4

Employer: Review with union 
and amend contract if necessary 
to include new position, wage 
scale, or any other changes to 
provisions as necessary

Review 
with Union

DEVELOP PLAN FOR CLASSROOM
TRAINING
Employer: Determine if you will use
an existing training program (such as
CNA, LPN, CHW, Behavioral Health) 
or develop new program, and / or provide 
additional training cocurrently with 
working in the job. Can occur cocurrently
or before work-based learning occurs.
Training Fund: Provide training form 
samples, work plans, verification forms

5

DEVELOP AND SUBMIT PAPERWORK
Employer: Identify first apprentice
Training Fund: Develop all required 
paperwork in partnership with employer 
HR representatives

6

FIRST CANDIDATE SIGNS 
REGISTRATION AGREEMENT

Select 1st Apprentice

PRESENT TO STATE COUNCIL
Employer and Training Fund: Attend
Harrisburg meeting, present program

7

Employer: Competencies tracked 
monthly by supervisor. Periodic wage
increases granted
Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
such (per Apprentice) by Training Fund.

Implement Program

$4,129

 Apprenticeship 
sponsors who state that 

apprenticeships are 
essential to business 

plans

90%
 Apprenticeship 

sponsors who would 
“strongly recommend” 

apprenticeship programs 
to other employers.

86%

$1.47
Return on every dollar an 

employer invests in 
aprenticeship

$
$

Average amount spent 
in new hire onboarding 

and training. 

Employee 
pre-training programs 
reduce new employee 
turnover by as much 

as 50 percent. 

REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIPS 
FOR HEALTHCARE

S T E P - B Y - S T E P

A survey of 1,000 U.S. apprenticeship

 sponsors found that the top benefits of 

hosting apprentices were accessing skilled 
workers (80 percent cited) and reliably 
confirming workers’ skills (76 percent).
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Employer: Analyze turnover and current
career growth opportunities. Determine
need to fill positions.
Training Fund: Share and discuss 
employer training and staffing needs.

1

STRUCTURE APPRENTICESHIP.
Employer: Determine:

• Hours of work-based learning. Must be at least 2,000; but 
can credit prior related experience up to 80%
• Hours of related classroom instruction: Can use an 
existing program such as CNA, MA, LPN
• Wage Increments: Apprentice will get a wage increase every few months 
(corresponds to hours of work-based learning and /or competencies mastered.)
• Who will supervise the Apprentice? [Probably use existing organizational
 structure]
• Who will mentor? [Can be same as supervisor, a peer, or other relevant 
professional]
• Other employees to provide instruction [Formal or informal]
Training Fund: Ensure on-the-job and classroom learning hours meet requirements

3

REVIEW JOB DESCRIPTION.
Employer: Provide job description to
Training Fund, along with any
identified competencies.

2

DEVELOP WORK PROCESSES, 
ON-THE-JOB LEARNING PLAN
Employer: Break down total work-based
learning hours into hours to be spent on
 each key competency
Training Fund: Assist with competency
mapping; train mentors

4

Employer: Review with union 
and amend contract if necessary 
to include new position, wage 
scale, or any other changes to 
provisions as necessary

Review 
with Union

DEVELOP PLAN FOR CLASSROOM
TRAINING
Employer: Determine if you will use
an existing training program (such as
CNA, LPN, CHW, Behavioral Health) 
or develop new program, and / or provide 
additional training cocurrently with 
working in the job. Can occur cocurrently
or before work-based learning occurs.
Training Fund: Provide training form 
samples, work plans, verification forms

5

DEVELOP AND SUBMIT PAPERWORK
Employer: Identify first apprentice
Training Fund: Develop all required 
paperwork in partnership with employer 
HR representatives

6

FIRST CANDIDATE SIGNS 
REGISTRATION AGREEMENT

Select 1st Apprentice

PRESENT TO STATE COUNCIL
Employer and Training Fund: Attend
Harrisburg meeting, present program

7

Employer: Competencies tracked 
monthly by supervisor. Periodic wage
increases granted
Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
such (per Apprentice) by Training Fund.

Implement Program

$4,129

 Apprenticeship 
sponsors who state that 

apprenticeships are 
essential to business 

plans

90%
 Apprenticeship 

sponsors who would 
“strongly recommend” 

apprenticeship programs 
to other employers.

86%

$1.47
Return on every dollar an 

employer invests in 
aprenticeship
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Average amount spent 
in new hire onboarding 

and training. 

Employee 
pre-training programs 
reduce new employee 
turnover by as much 

as 50 percent. 

REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIPS 
FOR HEALTHCARE

S T E P - B Y - S T E P

A survey of 1,000 U.S. apprenticeship

 sponsors found that the top benefits of 

hosting apprentices were accessing skilled 
workers (80 percent cited) and reliably 
confirming workers’ skills (76 percent).
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 FOR SPECIFIC JOB.
Employer: Analyze turnover and current
career growth opportunities. Determine
need to fill positions.
Training Fund: Share and discuss 
employer training and staffing needs.

1

STRUCTURE APPRENTICESHIP.
Employer: Determine:

• Hours of work-based learning. Must be at least 2,000; but 
can credit prior related experience up to 80%
• Hours of related classroom instruction: Can use an 
existing program such as CNA, MA, LPN
• Wage Increments: Apprentice will get a wage increase every few months 
(corresponds to hours of work-based learning and /or competencies mastered.)
• Who will supervise the Apprentice? [Probably use existing organizational
 structure]
• Who will mentor? [Can be same as supervisor, a peer, or other relevant 
professional]
• Other employees to provide instruction [Formal or informal]
Training Fund: Ensure on-the-job and classroom learning hours meet requirements

3

REVIEW JOB DESCRIPTION.
Employer: Provide job description to
Training Fund, along with any
identified competencies.

2

DEVELOP WORK PROCESSES, 
ON-THE-JOB LEARNING PLAN
Employer: Break down total work-based
learning hours into hours to be spent on
 each key competency
Training Fund: Assist with competency
mapping; train mentors

4

Employer: Review with union 
and amend contract if necessary 
to include new position, wage 
scale, or any other changes to 
provisions as necessary

Review 
with Union

DEVELOP PLAN FOR CLASSROOM
TRAINING
Employer: Determine if you will use
an existing training program (such as
CNA, LPN, CHW, Behavioral Health) 
or develop new program, and / or provide 
additional training cocurrently with 
working in the job. Can occur cocurrently
or before work-based learning occurs.
Training Fund: Provide training form 
samples, work plans, verification forms

5

DEVELOP AND SUBMIT PAPERWORK
Employer: Identify first apprentice
Training Fund: Develop all required 
paperwork in partnership with employer 
HR representatives

6

FIRST CANDIDATE SIGNS 
REGISTRATION AGREEMENT

Select 1st Apprentice

PRESENT TO STATE COUNCIL
Employer and Training Fund: Attend
Harrisburg meeting, present program

7

Employer: Competencies tracked 
monthly by supervisor. Periodic wage
increases granted
Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
such (per Apprentice) by Training Fund.
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 sponsors found that the top benefits of 

hosting apprentices were accessing skilled 
workers (80 percent cited) and reliably 
confirming workers’ skills (76 percent).
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FREQUENTLY ASKED  
QUESTIONS  (the rest of them ...)

Q: How long do apprenticeship programs last?

A: Generally, one to two years of combined classroom and on-the-job 
training. May be shorter depending on competencies.

Q: Are apprentices subject to company workplace policies?

A: Yes. 

Q: Are apprenticeships limited to union workplaces?

A: No.  However, if your workers are covered by a collective-bargaining 
agreement, we will work with you and your union partner to structure 
the program.

Q: How can I learn more?

A: Reach out. Telephone our Industry Partnership Director at  
215-568-2220, ext. 5102, or email industrypartnership@1199ctraining.

org. Our address is District 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND,  
100 S. Broad St., 10th floor, Philadelphia, PA 19110.    

DISTRICT 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND 
Breslin Learning Center, 100 S. Broad St.,  
10th Floor, Philadelphia PA 19110.  
Contact Industry Partnership Director: 215-568-2220, ext. 5102, or 
IndustryPartnership@1199Ctraining.org. 

REACH 
OUT:

DECIDE TO USE APPRENTICESHIP
 FOR SPECIFIC JOB.
Employer: Analyze turnover and current
career growth opportunities. Determine
need to fill positions.
Training Fund: Share and discuss 
employer training and staffing needs.

1
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Employer: Determine:

• Hours of work-based learning. Must be at least 2,000; but 
can credit prior related experience up to 80%
• Hours of related classroom instruction: Can use an 
existing program such as CNA, MA, LPN
• Wage Increments: Apprentice will get a wage increase every few months 
(corresponds to hours of work-based learning and /or competencies mastered.)
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Training Fund, along with any
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learning hours into hours to be spent on
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scale, or any other changes to 
provisions as necessary
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TRAINING
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an existing training program (such as
CNA, LPN, CHW, Behavioral Health) 
or develop new program, and / or provide 
additional training cocurrently with 
working in the job. Can occur cocurrently
or before work-based learning occurs.
Training Fund: Provide training form 
samples, work plans, verification forms

5

DEVELOP AND SUBMIT PAPERWORK
Employer: Identify first apprentice
Training Fund: Develop all required 
paperwork in partnership with employer 
HR representatives
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FIRST CANDIDATE SIGNS 
REGISTRATION AGREEMENT

Select 1st Apprentice

PRESENT TO STATE COUNCIL
Employer and Training Fund: Attend
Harrisburg meeting, present program

7

Employer: Competencies tracked 
monthly by supervisor. Periodic wage
increases granted
Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
such (per Apprentice) by Training Fund.
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“The apprenticeship turned my life around. It gave me a chance to 
reestablish myself. It gave me a new network. It gave me stability. I’ve had 

three promotions, and now I’m a program coordinator.”  

GRACE RUTHA, PROGRAM COORDINATOR, APPRENTICESHIP GRADUATE,  
CERTIFIED COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER, PHILADELPHIA FIGHT 

COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS
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THE URBAN INSTITUTE AND AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, 2009

THE URBAN INSTITUTE AND 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, 2009
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Training Fund: Share and discuss 
employer training and staffing needs.
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can credit prior related experience up to 80%
• Hours of related classroom instruction: Can use an 
existing program such as CNA, MA, LPN
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 structure]
• Who will mentor? [Can be same as supervisor, a peer, or other relevant 
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3
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Training Fund, along with any
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learning hours into hours to be spent on
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4
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scale, or any other changes to 
provisions as necessary
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working in the job. Can occur cocurrently
or before work-based learning occurs.
Training Fund: Provide training form 
samples, work plans, verification forms

5

DEVELOP AND SUBMIT PAPERWORK
Employer: Identify first apprentice
Training Fund: Develop all required 
paperwork in partnership with employer 
HR representatives

6

FIRST CANDIDATE SIGNS 
REGISTRATION AGREEMENT

Select 1st Apprentice

PRESENT TO STATE COUNCIL
Employer and Training Fund: Attend
Harrisburg meeting, present program

7

Employer: Competencies tracked 
monthly by supervisor. Periodic wage
increases granted
Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
such (per Apprentice) by Training Fund.
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SO, WHAT IS A  
REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIP  
PROGRAM?

vApprenticeships are an innovative approach to talent 
development, combining on-the-job mentoring and training with 
technical classroom instruction based on a set of competencies 
devised by the business. 

vTo assure quality, apprenticeships are registered with and 
approved by the U.S. Department of Labor or a related state 
agency.

vApprentices are, from the first day, paid employees with 
benefits, earning incremental wage increases as they build skills. 

vThe Training & Upgrading Fund can walk an employer through 
the entire process from concept, to curriculum, to registration.

vGovernment and other grants may be available to offset 
training costs. Training & Upgrading Fund partners receive 
many services at no cost or low cost, as the Training Fund is 
an intermediary that raises grant funds. Training Fund covered  
employees receive even more benefits at no cost.

vReturn on investment? The employer gains a knowledgeable, 
productive, loyal and engaged employee, saving money on 
onboarding, recruitment and retention.

vUpon completion, the training leads to a nationally recognized 
credential, sometimes with college credits, at no cost to the 
apprentice — attractive for recruitment and retention. 

vApprenticeships can be used to train inexperienced workers, 
or to build career pathways for valued longtime employees.

“Not everyone wants 
to go to college. I see 

apprenticeship as a 
viable alternative. This 

gives young people 
the flavor of a career 

at no cost to them. 
We are getting new 

people, young people, 
ages 17 to 24, fresh out 

of a high school, and 
opening the  

world of human 
services to them.” 

FRED WRIGHT, 
PRESIDENT,  AMERICAN 
FEDERATION OF STATE, 

COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL 
EMPLOYEES (AFSCME), 

DISTRICT COUNCIL 47

Although her Philadelphia-based human-service agency wins top-workplace 
awards, Judith R. Dotzman, executive director of SPIN, struggles to find the 
employees to provide high-quality “people-first” services to clients of all ages with 
autism and intellectual/developmental disabilities. 

“There is a workforce crisis in finding enough direct-support professionals,” she 
says.

SPIN would invest $3,000 to $5,000 to get new hires “ready for their first day on 
the job with a client,” but many left when they realized they weren’t cut out for the 
work. The training dollars, wasted, left with them.

Dotzman reasoned pre-apprenticeship and apprenticeship programs would give 
candidates the knowledge to be successful, thus deepening commitment. So she 
turned to the Training & Upgrading Fund, knowing the Fund’s reputation for technical 
expertise, its collaborative relationships with employers, its commitment to building 
career pipelines and its ability to shepherd programs through government processes.

“I am really amazed by the Fund’s work ethic,” Dotzman says.
For SPIN, the Fund designed bridge and pre-apprenticeship programs allowing 

diverse candidates, ages 17 to 24, to sample behavioral-health careers. It managed  
the apprenticeship’s 2,000 hours of on-the-job training and 375 hours of classroom 
work plus  a course at Thomas Jefferson University. The University awards 24 credits 
at the completion of the program.

Dotzman immediately noticed an improvement in retention, engagement and 
morale.

Apprentice Amani Muhammad, 19, loves working in a group home, caring for men 
with intellectual disabilities. “The pre-apprenticeship classes got me ready,” she says. 
“This is actually helping me picture my future. I’m grateful SPIN hired me.”

Honored to be chosen to mentor, 18-year SPIN veteran April Pettis connected 
Muhammad’s classroom training with on-the-job experience, also coaching her on 
workplace soft skills. 

CASE STUDY: SPIN INC.

“The return on investment you can’t measure. You just can’t. We know 
that what we’re doing is growing the future of our services.”

JUDITH R. DOTZMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF SPIN

“I wish 
they had 

something 
like this when 
I was coming 

along.”

APRIL PETTIS, 
APPRENTICE 

MENTOR

DECIDE TO USE APPRENTICESHIP
 FOR SPECIFIC JOB.
Employer: Analyze turnover and current
career growth opportunities. Determine
need to fill positions.
Training Fund: Share and discuss 
employer training and staffing needs.

1

STRUCTURE APPRENTICESHIP.
Employer: Determine:

• Hours of work-based learning. Must be at least 2,000; but 
can credit prior related experience up to 80%
• Hours of related classroom instruction: Can use an 
existing program such as CNA, MA, LPN
• Wage Increments: Apprentice will get a wage increase every few months 
(corresponds to hours of work-based learning and /or competencies mastered.)
• Who will supervise the Apprentice? [Probably use existing organizational
 structure]
• Who will mentor? [Can be same as supervisor, a peer, or other relevant 
professional]
• Other employees to provide instruction [Formal or informal]
Training Fund: Ensure on-the-job and classroom learning hours meet requirements

3

REVIEW JOB DESCRIPTION.
Employer: Provide job description to
Training Fund, along with any
identified competencies.

2

DEVELOP WORK PROCESSES, 
ON-THE-JOB LEARNING PLAN
Employer: Break down total work-based
learning hours into hours to be spent on
 each key competency
Training Fund: Assist with competency
mapping; train mentors

4

Employer: Review with union 
and amend contract if necessary 
to include new position, wage 
scale, or any other changes to 
provisions as necessary

Review 
with Union

DEVELOP PLAN FOR CLASSROOM
TRAINING
Employer: Determine if you will use
an existing training program (such as
CNA, LPN, CHW, Behavioral Health) 
or develop new program, and / or provide 
additional training cocurrently with 
working in the job. Can occur cocurrently
or before work-based learning occurs.
Training Fund: Provide training form 
samples, work plans, verification forms

5

DEVELOP AND SUBMIT PAPERWORK
Employer: Identify first apprentice
Training Fund: Develop all required 
paperwork in partnership with employer 
HR representatives

6

FIRST CANDIDATE SIGNS 
REGISTRATION AGREEMENT

Select 1st Apprentice

PRESENT TO STATE COUNCIL
Employer and Training Fund: Attend
Harrisburg meeting, present program

7

Employer: Competencies tracked 
monthly by supervisor. Periodic wage
increases granted
Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
such (per Apprentice) by Training Fund.

Implement Program

$4,129

 Apprenticeship 
sponsors who state that 

apprenticeships are 
essential to business 

plans

90%
 Apprenticeship 

sponsors who would 
“strongly recommend” 

apprenticeship programs 
to other employers.

86%

$1.47
Return on every dollar an 

employer invests in 
aprenticeship

$
$

Average amount spent 
in new hire onboarding 

and training. 

Employee 
pre-training programs 
reduce new employee 
turnover by as much 

as 50 percent. 

REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIPS 
FOR HEALTHCARE

S T E P - B Y - S T E P

A survey of 1,000 U.S. apprenticeship

 sponsors found that the top benefits of 

hosting apprentices were accessing skilled 
workers (80 percent cited) and reliably 
confirming workers’ skills (76 percent).
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FREQUENTLY ASKED  
QUESTIONS  (the rest of them ...)

Q: How long do apprenticeship programs last?

A: Generally, one to two years of combined classroom and on-the-job 
training. May be shorter depending on competencies.

Q: Are apprentices subject to company workplace policies?

A: Yes. 

Q: Are apprenticeships limited to union workplaces?

A: No.  However, if your workers are covered by a collective-bargaining 
agreement, we will work with you and your union partner to structure 
the program.

Q: How can I learn more?

A: Reach out. Telephone our Industry Partnership Director at  
215-568-2220, ext. 5102, or email industrypartnership@1199ctraining.

org. Our address is District 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND,  
100 S. Broad St., 10th floor, Philadelphia, PA 19110.    

DISTRICT 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND 
Breslin Learning Center, 100 S. Broad St.,  
10th Floor, Philadelphia PA 19110.  
Contact Industry Partnership Director: 215-568-2220, ext. 5102, or 
IndustryPartnership@1199Ctraining.org. 

REACH 
OUT:
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“The apprenticeship turned my life around. It gave me a chance to 
reestablish myself. It gave me a new network. It gave me stability. I’ve had 

three promotions, and now I’m a program coordinator.”  

GRACE RUTHA, PROGRAM COORDINATOR, APPRENTICESHIP GRADUATE,  
CERTIFIED COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER, PHILADELPHIA FIGHT 

COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS
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THE URBAN INSTITUTE AND AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, 2009

THE URBAN INSTITUTE AND 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, 2009
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Worker shortages impacting quality of care?   

Trouble finding qualified workers?

Recruiting costs too high?

Retention rates too low?

Need better competency-based training?

THE BUSINESS CASE

In today’s tightening labor market, an employee-training model 
developed hundreds of years ago is more relevant than ever. The 
traditional apprentice built skyscrapers and automobiles. Today’s 
newest apprentices build lives as early-childhood educators, 
community health workers, direct-support staff and nurse 
aides. Earning while learning, they master skills in the classroom 
and on the job that connect them to the human spirit, forging 
tomorrow’s trained, loyal and engaged workforce.

 DISTRICT 1199C TRAINING & 
 UPGRADING FUND CAN HELP

“Develop an apprenticeship program if you are willing to invest in the  
next cycle of leaders in your organization.”

LORELEI GAUTHIER, CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER, PHILADELPHIA FIGHT COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS

WE HAVE DONE IT BEFORE …

Recognized nationally as innovators and trendsetters in designing and implementing apprenticeships, the 
Training & Upgrading Fund has developed apprenticeship programs for 30 employers, including behavioral- 
health centers, child-care facilities, hospitals, and community health and home health-care agencies.  

… AND WE CAN DO IT FOR YOU. USING OUR PROVEN TECHNICAL EXPERTISE, WE WILL:

vAnalyze your workforce to determine which positions are suitable for apprenticeships and develop work 
processes, standards and competencies.

vCreate classroom curriculums or provide referrals to existing training programs. Connect training to 
college credits and occupational credentials.

vHelp prepare paperwork for the State Apprenticeship Council and travel with you to Harrisburg or 
Trenton to present your program. Provide technical assistance and documentation support throughout.

vTrain in-house mentors who supervise on-the-job training.

v Recruit apprentices, with an emphasis on diversity.

vHelp you access on-the-job training reimbursement when available from under federal grants.

 

BUT IT IS NOT JUST THAT WE ARE GOOD. WE BELIEVE IN THIS DEEPLY. 

Our name says it. We are the Training & Upgrading Fund, a jointly funded employer-union partnership of 
over 50 Delaware Valley hospitals, nursing homes, behavioral and community health facilities, and a union, 
District 1199C of the National Union of Hospital & Health Care Employees, AFSCME.

Upgrading our workers’ expertise enables our institutions, strengthened, to provide the highest-quality care, 
now and in the future. Educated, prosperous employees build stronger families and stronger communities, 
leading, ultimately, to a more compassionate society for us all. 

 

FOR THE GOOD OF ALL. THAT’S WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO.  JOIN US.

WHEN IT COMES TO APPRENTICES,  
WE KNOW WHAT WE ARE DOING.

DISTRICT 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND 
Breslin Learning Center, 100 S. Broad St., 10th Floor, Philadelphia PA 19110.  
Contact Industry Partnership Director: 215-568-2220, ext. 5102 or 
IndustryPartnership@1199Ctraining.org. 

“We wouldn’t survive without our 
patients. What makes a difference 
 in whether a patient comes back 

 is how they are treated. Our apprentices 
know how to put our patients at ease.”

            …
“You are building employee loyalty 
from a very organic place because 

your employees are relying on your 
organization for their professional 

development.”   

LORELEI GAUTHIER,  
CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER,  

PHILADELPHIA FIGHT COMMUNITY 
HEALTH CENTERS

“We were on the apprenticeship 
 highway long before 

 it became a buzzword.  
For employers, it provides 

 a stable workforce because 
 all of the workers  

will already have the  
necessary skills.”  

HENRY NICHOLAS,  
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL UNION OF  

HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CARE  
EMPLOYEES, AFSCME

CREDITS 
Writing: Jane M. Von Bergen 
Editing: Joanne McLaughlin 
Design: Amy Junod Placentra 
Photography: Harvey Finkle, I. George Bilyk

FREQUENTLY ASKED  
QUESTIONS ABOUT  
APPRENTICESHIPS
BUT THERE’S REALLY ONLY ONE QUESTION, ISN’T 
THERE: WHY INVEST THE TIME AND EFFORT?

vBecause there’s increasing demand for health and 
human-service workers and you’d like your organization 
to meet that demand (and stay in business).

vBecause you can’t find enough employees 
with the right skills, and you need to build a talent 
pipeline for future sustainability. 

vBecause you like growing your own, your way, 
using the Training Fund’s expertise to take you 
from concept, to curriculum design, to government 
apprenticeship approval.  

vBecause your Baby Boomer pros are retiring. 
(Faced with the same issue, Georgia Power launched 
an apprenticeship program and cut hiring costs in half.)

vBecause you know how important a diverse 
workforce is to your clients, your staff and your 
business needs.

vBecause turnover is expensive. (The Society of 
Human Resource Management says the average 
cost per hire is a hefty $4,129.)

vBecause you know employees appreciate it 
(and stick around) if you offer something valuable, 
like college credits, professional development 
and pay-for-performance — all part of Registered 
Apprenticeship programs.

vBecause you want a learning culture, where new 
workers reinspire longtime employees and longtime 
employees mentor newcomers. (At Northrop 
Grumman, 70 apprentice graduates are in senior 
management.)

vBecause you want a bench of incumbent workers 
as mentors and future leaders. 

vBecause you can hire workers without experience 
and train them from the start. (Employees value 
that.) Because apprenticeships work to develop 
career pathways for valued longtime employees. 
(Employees like that too.)

* WE’LL ANSWER MORE QUESTIONS INSIDE. 

APPRENTICESHIPS 
WORK
 
“People are loyal when you  
give them a second chance.  
You are investing in people 
 and you get an employee 
like me.”

BRENDA BOWENS,  
CASE MANAGER AND GRADUATE  
APPRENTICE, PHILADELPHIA 
FIGHT  COMMUNITY HEALTH  
CENTERS.



SO, WHAT IS A  
REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIP  
PROGRAM?

vApprenticeships are an innovative approach to talent 
development, combining on-the-job mentoring and training with 
technical classroom instruction based on a set of competencies 
devised by the business. 

vTo assure quality, apprenticeships are registered with and 
approved by the U.S. Department of Labor or a related state 
agency.

vApprentices are, from the first day, paid employees with 
benefits, earning incremental wage increases as they build skills. 

vThe Training & Upgrading Fund can walk an employer through 
the entire process from concept, to curriculum, to registration.

vGovernment and other grants may be available to offset 
training costs. Training & Upgrading Fund partners receive 
many services at no cost or low cost, as the Training Fund is 
an intermediary that raises grant funds. Training Fund covered  
employees receive even more benefits at no cost.

vReturn on investment? The employer gains a knowledgeable, 
productive, loyal and engaged employee, saving money on 
onboarding, recruitment and retention.

vUpon completion, the training leads to a nationally recognized 
credential, sometimes with college credits, at no cost to the 
apprentice — attractive for recruitment and retention. 

vApprenticeships can be used to train inexperienced workers, 
or to build career pathways for valued longtime employees.

“Not everyone wants 
to go to college. I see 

apprenticeship as a 
viable alternative. This 

gives young people 
the flavor of a career 

at no cost to them. 
We are getting new 

people, young people, 
ages 17 to 24, fresh out 

of a high school, and 
opening the  

world of human 
services to them.” 

FRED WRIGHT, 
PRESIDENT,  AMERICAN 
FEDERATION OF STATE, 

COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL 
EMPLOYEES (AFSCME), 

DISTRICT COUNCIL 47

Although her Philadelphia-based human-service agency wins top-workplace 
awards, Judith R. Dotzman, executive director of SPIN, struggles to find the 
employees to provide high-quality “people-first” services to clients of all ages with 
autism and intellectual/developmental disabilities. 

“There is a workforce crisis in finding enough direct-support professionals,” she 
says.

SPIN would invest $3,000 to $5,000 to get new hires “ready for their first day on 
the job with a client,” but many left when they realized they weren’t cut out for the 
work. The training dollars, wasted, left with them.

Dotzman reasoned pre-apprenticeship and apprenticeship programs would give 
candidates the knowledge to be successful, thus deepening commitment. So she 
turned to the Training & Upgrading Fund, knowing the Fund’s reputation for technical 
expertise, its collaborative relationships with employers, its commitment to building 
career pipelines and its ability to shepherd programs through government processes.

“I am really amazed by the Fund’s work ethic,” Dotzman says.
For SPIN, the Fund designed bridge and pre-apprenticeship programs allowing 

diverse candidates, ages 17 to 24, to sample behavioral-health careers. It managed  
the apprenticeship’s 2,000 hours of on-the-job training and 375 hours of classroom 
work plus  a course at Thomas Jefferson University. The University awards 24 credits 
at the completion of the program.

Dotzman immediately noticed an improvement in retention, engagement and 
morale.

Apprentice Amani Muhammad, 19, loves working in a group home, caring for men 
with intellectual disabilities. “The pre-apprenticeship classes got me ready,” she says. 
“This is actually helping me picture my future. I’m grateful SPIN hired me.”

Honored to be chosen to mentor, 18-year SPIN veteran April Pettis connected 
Muhammad’s classroom training with on-the-job experience, also coaching her on 
workplace soft skills. 

CASE STUDY: SPIN INC.

“The return on investment you can’t measure. You just can’t. We know 
that what we’re doing is growing the future of our services.”

JUDITH R. DOTZMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF SPIN

“I wish 
they had 

something 
like this when 
I was coming 

along.”

APRIL PETTIS, 
APPRENTICE 

MENTOR

DECIDE TO USE APPRENTICESHIP
 FOR SPECIFIC JOB.
Employer: Analyze turnover and current
career growth opportunities. Determine
need to fill positions.
Training Fund: Share and discuss 
employer training and staffing needs.

1

STRUCTURE APPRENTICESHIP.
Employer: Determine:

• Hours of work-based learning. Must be at least 2,000; but 
can credit prior related experience up to 80%
• Hours of related classroom instruction: Can use an 
existing program such as CNA, MA, LPN
• Wage Increments: Apprentice will get a wage increase every few months 
(corresponds to hours of work-based learning and /or competencies mastered.)
• Who will supervise the Apprentice? [Probably use existing organizational
 structure]
• Who will mentor? [Can be same as supervisor, a peer, or other relevant 
professional]
• Other employees to provide instruction [Formal or informal]
Training Fund: Ensure on-the-job and classroom learning hours meet requirements

3

REVIEW JOB DESCRIPTION.
Employer: Provide job description to
Training Fund, along with any
identified competencies.

2

DEVELOP WORK PROCESSES, 
ON-THE-JOB LEARNING PLAN
Employer: Break down total work-based
learning hours into hours to be spent on
 each key competency
Training Fund: Assist with competency
mapping; train mentors

4

Employer: Review with union 
and amend contract if necessary 
to include new position, wage 
scale, or any other changes to 
provisions as necessary

Review 
with Union

DEVELOP PLAN FOR CLASSROOM
TRAINING
Employer: Determine if you will use
an existing training program (such as
CNA, LPN, CHW, Behavioral Health) 
or develop new program, and / or provide 
additional training cocurrently with 
working in the job. Can occur cocurrently
or before work-based learning occurs.
Training Fund: Provide training form 
samples, work plans, verification forms

5

DEVELOP AND SUBMIT PAPERWORK
Employer: Identify first apprentice
Training Fund: Develop all required 
paperwork in partnership with employer 
HR representatives

6

FIRST CANDIDATE SIGNS 
REGISTRATION AGREEMENT

Select 1st Apprentice

PRESENT TO STATE COUNCIL
Employer and Training Fund: Attend
Harrisburg meeting, present program

7

Employer: Competencies tracked 
monthly by supervisor. Periodic wage
increases granted
Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
such (per Apprentice) by Training Fund.

Implement Program

$4,129

 Apprenticeship 
sponsors who state that 

apprenticeships are 
essential to business 

plans

90%
 Apprenticeship 

sponsors who would 
“strongly recommend” 

apprenticeship programs 
to other employers.

86%

$1.47
Return on every dollar an 

employer invests in 
aprenticeship

$
$

Average amount spent 
in new hire onboarding 

and training. 

Employee 
pre-training programs 
reduce new employee 
turnover by as much 

as 50 percent. 

REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIPS 
FOR HEALTHCARE

S T E P - B Y - S T E P

A survey of 1,000 U.S. apprenticeship

 sponsors found that the top benefits of 

hosting apprentices were accessing skilled 
workers (80 percent cited) and reliably 
confirming workers’ skills (76 percent).
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or before work-based learning occurs.
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samples, work plans, verification forms
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HR representatives
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PRESENT TO STATE COUNCIL
Employer and Training Fund: Attend
Harrisburg meeting, present program

7

Employer: Competencies tracked 
monthly by supervisor. Periodic wage
increases granted
Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
such (per Apprentice) by Training Fund.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED  
QUESTIONS  (the rest of them ...)

Q: How long do apprenticeship programs last?

A: Generally, one to two years of combined classroom and on-the-job 
training. May be shorter depending on competencies.

Q: Are apprentices subject to company workplace policies?

A: Yes. 

Q: Are apprenticeships limited to union workplaces?

A: No.  However, if your workers are covered by a collective-bargaining 
agreement, we will work with you and your union partner to structure 
the program.

Q: How can I learn more?

A: Reach out. Telephone our Industry Partnership Director at  
215-568-2220, ext. 5102, or email industrypartnership@1199ctraining.

org. Our address is District 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND,  
100 S. Broad St., 10th floor, Philadelphia, PA 19110.    

DISTRICT 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND 
Breslin Learning Center, 100 S. Broad St.,  
10th Floor, Philadelphia PA 19110.  
Contact Industry Partnership Director: 215-568-2220, ext. 5102, or 
IndustryPartnership@1199Ctraining.org. 

REACH 
OUT:
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“The apprenticeship turned my life around. It gave me a chance to 
reestablish myself. It gave me a new network. It gave me stability. I’ve had 

three promotions, and now I’m a program coordinator.”  

GRACE RUTHA, PROGRAM COORDINATOR, APPRENTICESHIP GRADUATE,  
CERTIFIED COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER, PHILADELPHIA FIGHT 

COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS
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THE URBAN INSTITUTE AND AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, 2009

THE URBAN INSTITUTE AND 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, 2009
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SO, WHAT IS A  
REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIP  
PROGRAM?

vApprenticeships are an innovative approach to talent 
development, combining on-the-job mentoring and training with 
technical classroom instruction based on a set of competencies 
devised by the business. 

vTo assure quality, apprenticeships are registered with and 
approved by the U.S. Department of Labor or a related state 
agency.

vApprentices are, from the first day, paid employees with 
benefits, earning incremental wage increases as they build skills. 

vThe Training & Upgrading Fund can walk an employer through 
the entire process from concept, to curriculum, to registration.

vGovernment and other grants may be available to offset 
training costs. Training & Upgrading Fund partners receive 
many services at no cost or low cost, as the Training Fund is 
an intermediary that raises grant funds. Training Fund covered  
employees receive even more benefits at no cost.

vReturn on investment? The employer gains a knowledgeable, 
productive, loyal and engaged employee, saving money on 
onboarding, recruitment and retention.

vUpon completion, the training leads to a nationally recognized 
credential, sometimes with college credits, at no cost to the 
apprentice — attractive for recruitment and retention. 

vApprenticeships can be used to train inexperienced workers, 
or to build career pathways for valued longtime employees.

“Not everyone wants 
to go to college. I see 

apprenticeship as a 
viable alternative. This 

gives young people 
the flavor of a career 

at no cost to them. 
We are getting new 

people, young people, 
ages 17 to 24, fresh out 

of a high school, and 
opening the  

world of human 
services to them.” 

FRED WRIGHT, 
PRESIDENT,  AMERICAN 
FEDERATION OF STATE, 

COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL 
EMPLOYEES (AFSCME), 

DISTRICT COUNCIL 47

Although her Philadelphia-based human-service agency wins top-workplace 
awards, Judith R. Dotzman, executive director of SPIN, struggles to find the 
employees to provide high-quality “people-first” services to clients of all ages with 
autism and intellectual/developmental disabilities. 

“There is a workforce crisis in finding enough direct-support professionals,” she 
says.

SPIN would invest $3,000 to $5,000 to get new hires “ready for their first day on 
the job with a client,” but many left when they realized they weren’t cut out for the 
work. The training dollars, wasted, left with them.

Dotzman reasoned pre-apprenticeship and apprenticeship programs would give 
candidates the knowledge to be successful, thus deepening commitment. So she 
turned to the Training & Upgrading Fund, knowing the Fund’s reputation for technical 
expertise, its collaborative relationships with employers, its commitment to building 
career pipelines and its ability to shepherd programs through government processes.

“I am really amazed by the Fund’s work ethic,” Dotzman says.
For SPIN, the Fund designed bridge and pre-apprenticeship programs allowing 

diverse candidates, ages 17 to 24, to sample behavioral-health careers. It managed  
the apprenticeship’s 2,000 hours of on-the-job training and 375 hours of classroom 
work plus  a course at Thomas Jefferson University. The University awards 24 credits 
at the completion of the program.

Dotzman immediately noticed an improvement in retention, engagement and 
morale.

Apprentice Amani Muhammad, 19, loves working in a group home, caring for men 
with intellectual disabilities. “The pre-apprenticeship classes got me ready,” she says. 
“This is actually helping me picture my future. I’m grateful SPIN hired me.”

Honored to be chosen to mentor, 18-year SPIN veteran April Pettis connected 
Muhammad’s classroom training with on-the-job experience, also coaching her on 
workplace soft skills. 

CASE STUDY: SPIN INC.

“The return on investment you can’t measure. You just can’t. We know 
that what we’re doing is growing the future of our services.”

JUDITH R. DOTZMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF SPIN

“I wish 
they had 

something 
like this when 
I was coming 

along.”
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DECIDE TO USE APPRENTICESHIP
 FOR SPECIFIC JOB.
Employer: Analyze turnover and current
career growth opportunities. Determine
need to fill positions.
Training Fund: Share and discuss 
employer training and staffing needs.

1

STRUCTURE APPRENTICESHIP.
Employer: Determine:

• Hours of work-based learning. Must be at least 2,000; but 
can credit prior related experience up to 80%
• Hours of related classroom instruction: Can use an 
existing program such as CNA, MA, LPN
• Wage Increments: Apprentice will get a wage increase every few months 
(corresponds to hours of work-based learning and /or competencies mastered.)
• Who will supervise the Apprentice? [Probably use existing organizational
 structure]
• Who will mentor? [Can be same as supervisor, a peer, or other relevant 
professional]
• Other employees to provide instruction [Formal or informal]
Training Fund: Ensure on-the-job and classroom learning hours meet requirements

3

REVIEW JOB DESCRIPTION.
Employer: Provide job description to
Training Fund, along with any
identified competencies.

2

DEVELOP WORK PROCESSES, 
ON-THE-JOB LEARNING PLAN
Employer: Break down total work-based
learning hours into hours to be spent on
 each key competency
Training Fund: Assist with competency
mapping; train mentors

4

Employer: Review with union 
and amend contract if necessary 
to include new position, wage 
scale, or any other changes to 
provisions as necessary

Review 
with Union

DEVELOP PLAN FOR CLASSROOM
TRAINING
Employer: Determine if you will use
an existing training program (such as
CNA, LPN, CHW, Behavioral Health) 
or develop new program, and / or provide 
additional training cocurrently with 
working in the job. Can occur cocurrently
or before work-based learning occurs.
Training Fund: Provide training form 
samples, work plans, verification forms

5

DEVELOP AND SUBMIT PAPERWORK
Employer: Identify first apprentice
Training Fund: Develop all required 
paperwork in partnership with employer 
HR representatives

6

FIRST CANDIDATE SIGNS 
REGISTRATION AGREEMENT

Select 1st Apprentice

PRESENT TO STATE COUNCIL
Employer and Training Fund: Attend
Harrisburg meeting, present program

7

Employer: Competencies tracked 
monthly by supervisor. Periodic wage
increases granted
Training Fund:  If grant funding for 
supervisory stipend, then processing of 
such (per Apprentice) by Training Fund.

Implement Program

$4,129

 Apprenticeship 
sponsors who state that 

apprenticeships are 
essential to business 

plans

90%
 Apprenticeship 

sponsors who would 
“strongly recommend” 

apprenticeship programs 
to other employers.

86%
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FREQUENTLY ASKED  
QUESTIONS  (the rest of them ...)

Q: How long do apprenticeship programs last?

A: Generally, one to two years of combined classroom and on-the-job 
training. May be shorter depending on competencies.

Q: Are apprentices subject to company workplace policies?

A: Yes. 

Q: Are apprenticeships limited to union workplaces?

A: No.  However, if your workers are covered by a collective-bargaining 
agreement, we will work with you and your union partner to structure 
the program.

Q: How can I learn more?

A: Reach out. Telephone our Industry Partnership Director at  
215-568-2220, ext. 5102, or email industrypartnership@1199ctraining.

org. Our address is District 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND,  
100 S. Broad St., 10th floor, Philadelphia, PA 19110.    

DISTRICT 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND 
Breslin Learning Center, 100 S. Broad St.,  
10th Floor, Philadelphia PA 19110.  
Contact Industry Partnership Director: 215-568-2220, ext. 5102, or 
IndustryPartnership@1199Ctraining.org. 

REACH 
OUT:
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“The apprenticeship turned my life around. It gave me a chance to 
reestablish myself. It gave me a new network. It gave me stability. I’ve had 

three promotions, and now I’m a program coordinator.”  

GRACE RUTHA, PROGRAM COORDINATOR, APPRENTICESHIP GRADUATE,  
CERTIFIED COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER, PHILADELPHIA FIGHT 

COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS
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THE URBAN INSTITUTE AND AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, 2009

THE URBAN INSTITUTE AND 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, 2009
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Worker shortages impacting quality of care?   

Trouble finding qualified workers?

Recruiting costs too high?

Retention rates too low?

Need better competency-based training?

THE BUSINESS CASE

In today’s tightening labor market, an employee-training model 
developed hundreds of years ago is more relevant than ever. The 
traditional apprentice built skyscrapers and automobiles. Today’s 
newest apprentices build lives as early-childhood educators, 
community health workers, direct-support staff and nurse 
aides. Earning while learning, they master skills in the classroom 
and on the job that connect them to the human spirit, forging 
tomorrow’s trained, loyal and engaged workforce.

 DISTRICT 1199C TRAINING & 
 UPGRADING FUND CAN HELP

“Develop an apprenticeship program if you are willing to invest in the  
next cycle of leaders in your organization.”

LORELEI GAUTHIER, CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER, PHILADELPHIA FIGHT COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS

WE HAVE DONE IT BEFORE …

Recognized nationally as innovators and trendsetters in designing and implementing apprenticeships, the 
Training & Upgrading Fund has developed apprenticeship programs for 30 employers, including behavioral- 
health centers, child-care facilities, hospitals, and community health and home health-care agencies.  

… AND WE CAN DO IT FOR YOU. USING OUR PROVEN TECHNICAL EXPERTISE, WE WILL:

vAnalyze your workforce to determine which positions are suitable for apprenticeships and develop work 
processes, standards and competencies.

vCreate classroom curriculums or provide referrals to existing training programs. Connect training to 
college credits and occupational credentials.

vHelp prepare paperwork for the State Apprenticeship Council and travel with you to Harrisburg or 
Trenton to present your program. Provide technical assistance and documentation support throughout.

vTrain in-house mentors who supervise on-the-job training.

v Recruit apprentices, with an emphasis on diversity.

vHelp you access on-the-job training reimbursement when available from under federal grants.

 

BUT IT IS NOT JUST THAT WE ARE GOOD. WE BELIEVE IN THIS DEEPLY. 

Our name says it. We are the Training & Upgrading Fund, a jointly funded employer-union partnership of 
over 50 Delaware Valley hospitals, nursing homes, behavioral and community health facilities, and a union, 
District 1199C of the National Union of Hospital & Health Care Employees, AFSCME.

Upgrading our workers’ expertise enables our institutions, strengthened, to provide the highest-quality care, 
now and in the future. Educated, prosperous employees build stronger families and stronger communities, 
leading, ultimately, to a more compassionate society for us all. 

 

FOR THE GOOD OF ALL. THAT’S WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO.  JOIN US.

WHEN IT COMES TO APPRENTICES,  
WE KNOW WHAT WE ARE DOING.

DISTRICT 1199C TRAINING & UPGRADING FUND 
Breslin Learning Center, 100 S. Broad St., 10th Floor, Philadelphia PA 19110.  
Contact Industry Partnership Director: 215-568-2220, ext. 5102 or 
IndustryPartnership@1199Ctraining.org. 

“We wouldn’t survive without our 
patients. What makes a difference 
 in whether a patient comes back 

 is how they are treated. Our apprentices 
know how to put our patients at ease.”

            …
“You are building employee loyalty 
from a very organic place because 

your employees are relying on your 
organization for their professional 

development.”   

LORELEI GAUTHIER,  
CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER,  

PHILADELPHIA FIGHT COMMUNITY 
HEALTH CENTERS

“We were on the apprenticeship 
 highway long before 

 it became a buzzword.  
For employers, it provides 

 a stable workforce because 
 all of the workers  

will already have the  
necessary skills.”  

HENRY NICHOLAS,  
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL UNION OF  

HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CARE  
EMPLOYEES, AFSCME

CREDITS 
Writing: Jane M. Von Bergen 
Editing: Joanne McLaughlin 
Design: Amy Junod Placentra 
Photography: Harvey Finkle, I. George Bilyk

FREQUENTLY ASKED  
QUESTIONS ABOUT  
APPRENTICESHIPS
BUT THERE’S REALLY ONLY ONE QUESTION, ISN’T 
THERE: WHY INVEST THE TIME AND EFFORT?

vBecause there’s increasing demand for health and 
human-service workers and you’d like your organization 
to meet that demand (and stay in business).

vBecause you can’t find enough employees 
with the right skills, and you need to build a talent 
pipeline for future sustainability. 

vBecause you like growing your own, your way, 
using the Training Fund’s expertise to take you 
from concept, to curriculum design, to government 
apprenticeship approval.  

vBecause your Baby Boomer pros are retiring. 
(Faced with the same issue, Georgia Power launched 
an apprenticeship program and cut hiring costs in half.)

vBecause you know how important a diverse 
workforce is to your clients, your staff and your 
business needs.

vBecause turnover is expensive. (The Society of 
Human Resource Management says the average 
cost per hire is a hefty $4,129.)

vBecause you know employees appreciate it 
(and stick around) if you offer something valuable, 
like college credits, professional development 
and pay-for-performance — all part of Registered 
Apprenticeship programs.

vBecause you want a learning culture, where new 
workers reinspire longtime employees and longtime 
employees mentor newcomers. (At Northrop 
Grumman, 70 apprentice graduates are in senior 
management.)

vBecause you want a bench of incumbent workers 
as mentors and future leaders. 

vBecause you can hire workers without experience 
and train them from the start. (Employees value 
that.) Because apprenticeships work to develop 
career pathways for valued longtime employees. 
(Employees like that too.)

* WE’LL ANSWER MORE QUESTIONS INSIDE. 

APPRENTICESHIPS 
WORK
 
“People are loyal when you  
give them a second chance.  
You are investing in people 
 and you get an employee 
like me.”

BRENDA BOWENS,  
CASE MANAGER AND GRADUATE  
APPRENTICE, PHILADELPHIA 
FIGHT  COMMUNITY HEALTH  
CENTERS.


